
MANY COLORS ONE INDIA – AD FILM SCRIPT 

 

Concept – AD gives tribute to the True spirit of patriotism, that reaches far beyond color, caste, sect, 

religion or language. A short-film dedicated to the Independence of India, narrating how, despite of all 

differences, all Indians live and coexist as one. 

 

Visual Description Audio Description Instructions 

Introducing with a fade-in from 

black, scene opens a frame 

showing a dreamy types animated 

world with a radial gradient of 

defocus (central portion most 

clear, radially away, blur 

intensifies). The scene comprises 

of a beautiful landscape scenery 

with mountains, river, clouds, 

birds, small hut, boat in the 

river, trees, etc. 

Some seconds after the 

establishment of the scenery and 

its ambient sounds, the 

introductory rhythm and beats of 

National Anthem fades-in. 

 

(Reference of Anthem Build up is 

in the Jana Gana Mana version by 

AR Rahman, Bharat Bala 

Productions - URL) 

This is to gives a retrospective 

feel after the movie that this 

portion was a part of the dream. 

As soon as the introductory 

rhythm and beats of National 

Anthem fade-in, spiral trails of 

Indian Flag’s Tricolor flow from 

Rhythm and beats of National 

Anthem build-up continue… 

Cut-to shots of various elements 

in the composition of the dream 

landscape, having the spiral 

bands flowing through, towards 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZi3fwP09zw


individual objects, individually 

focused. The Flow of tricolor 

spirals goes from screen’s 

radially outwards directions 

towards the centrally positioned 

sun (an element in the scenery 

composition) 

the sun and making it brighter 

with every spiral ending in it. 

 

After various elements have been 

shown with the tricolor spiral 

flow, the sun gets brighter and 

brighter, spreading over the 

entire scenery frame. Screen 

fades out to white. 

White screen fades-out, leaving a 

scene showing a girl getting up 

from her sleep.  

The rhythm and beats build-up 

turns more intense and close to 

the actual beginning of national 

anthem. 

 

The camera zooms-out to reveal 

that the girl is actually missing 

a leg. And there’s a virtual leg, 

lying beside the bed. The girl 

starts getting off the bed, with 

a lot of trouble and pain, after 

fixing virtual leg. 

A mick announcement, from outside 

the window, is heard, asking 

people to stand up in respect, 

for the national anthem. 

Different shots of pain and 

trouble for the girl, in getting 

off the bed, to stand up. 

The girl finally stands up… National Anthem begins… Multiple shots of girl, zoom-in 

through window, outside window 

scene of flag hoisting, proud 

people (of different castes, 



religions & economic backgrounds) 

saluting in respect until the 

national anthem completes. 

When the national anthem is about 

to complete, camera freezes at 

the actual flag, swirling in the 

wind. 

National Anthem ends and fades 

into a background music having 

proud feel (Gladiator Movie types 

- URL) 

The national flag turns to frozen 

frame having some animated 

Photoshop filter types effect. 

AlphaDezine Logo fades in with 

the tagline – “MANY COLORS, ONE 

INDIA” 

By line – “A Patriotic Tribute by 

AlphaDezine” 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xbHPTPUpQ1I

